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author of the booklet had put his result to a practical test,
by examining these details, which were actually cited by
him in the same paragraph, he would have found that, from
the point of view advanced by him, the standard height of
a normal Indian man in the time of Aryabhata was only
7-5 x 5280 -^ 8000 = 4 feet 11-4 inches ! We could
scarcely credit that, even if we had not ample evidence
very much to the contrary. But the whole case, of course,
is very different. Aryabhata has shewn, by those details,
that he used the general Indian yojana of 9'09 miles (see
this Journal, 1906. 1012). And his value of the earth's
diameter comes in reality to 9545-45 miles, and differs from
the actual fact, not by only '67 miles in deficiency, but by
1633 miles in excess.

J. F. FLEET.

SCENERY, CITIES AND PEOPLE OF WESTERN TURKESTAN.

Geographically and historically the interest of Western
Turkestan centres in the Zarafshan valley. Though the
Oxus is a mightier stream and therefore better known, it
has played no such part in the destiny of nations as the
Zarafshan has done. From time immemorial this river has
been the lifeblood of the great plain of Samarkand, causing
what would otherwise have been a desert to blossom as the
rose. To its life-giving waters Bokhara and Samarkand
owe their continued existence from a period lost in the mists
of antiquity to the present time when astute politicians
have made an ally of the river for the furtherance of
their schemes.

It was to the exploration of this stream that we
determined to devote at least part of our time when we left
Samarkand on the 19th of July, 1906. Our party consisted
of my husband, Fraulein von Ficker, and myself, our inter-
preter Makandaroff, Albert Lorenz, a Tyrolese guide, and
five natives hired to look after the twenty horses which
made up our caravan. Starting from Samarkand we rode
up the Zarafshan valley as far as Varziminar, where we
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made a detour to the south for the exploration of the Fan
and Pasrud rivers and Lake Iskander. Returning to the
point at which we had left the Zarafshan, we explored it to
its source in the glaciers below the Matcha Pass. Retracing
our steps as far as the hamlet of Paldorak, we crossed
the Pakshif Pass into Bokhara, which brought us into the
mountainous and little - known province of Karateghin.
Here we spent a few days climbing some of the peaks in the
mountain range called Peter the Great. Descending into
another mountainous province—that of Darwaz—we made
our way up the Khingau valley and again crossed into
Karateghin by the Gardani Eaftar Pass to the plateau of
Tupchek, where we spent a fortnight enjoying the hospitality
of the Kirghiz and exploring the glaciers and moraines of
the district, as well as climbing one peak of 20,000 feet in
height—Achik Tash. Our next move was southwards to
Kalai Khumb, where only the Pan] river separated us from
the frowning frontiers of Afghanistan. From there we began
the homeward march. After a visit to the Conglomerates
of East Bokhara we travelled by way of Baljuan, Dushambe,
Karatagh, Baisun, Guzar, and Shahrshaus back to Samar-
kand. Our journey took us just over three months. It was
performed chiefly on horseback, and we slept in eighty
different places during its course. When not too cold we
were glad to dispense with a roof, but at high altitudes and
when making a longer stay at places we had recourse to
our tents.

The lower reaches of the Zarafshan are scenes of desolate
grandeur and gloom ; tremendous blocks of conglomerate
sculptured into grotesque and bizarre forms, gigantic strata
of slate upheaved by some convulsion of nature, tower high
out of the river—bare, solitary rock for the most part with
hardly a sign of life about it. Here and there, where some
tributary stream can be utilised, are hamlets " bosomed high
in tufted trees," whose vivid green makes a bright patch
of colour against the sober grey of the background. In
the lower course of the river such hamlets occur pretty
frequently, but they diminish in number as one advances
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higher. Their character is everywhere the same, clay
houses in the lower valley, where mud is the natural
building material, nestling amid gardens of mulberry,
willow, and apricot—stone hovels in the higher regions,
reminding one of crofters' cottages in Scotland. The patches
of cultivated ground surrounding these are not insignificant.
Here, as elsewhere, the peasant mounts high to sow his
fields, and one often sees patches of corn and millet far up
the mountain-side. The course of the Zarafshan varies
considerably, the river flowing at times in deep gorges
between hills bare and arid beyond description, while at
times its banks recede and the stream widens out into
a network of channels of varying depth and intensity of
flow. Sometimes the path skirts the heights, sometimes it
descends to the water's edge, at times it winds at a dizzy
angle along a precipitous cliff-face, being composed in such
cases of loose shale resting on branches of trees placed at
right angles to the rock—a species of road common to all
the river valleys of Bokhara, and of which the most awe-
inspiring examples are to be found in the valley of the Fan.

If the possession of a cathedral constitutes a city in the
West, that of a bazaar may be said to do so in the East.
Judged by this standard the Zarafshan has no cities after
Penjakent, about forty miles distant from Samarkand, so it
was not until we entered Bokhara that we can be said to
have touched ' civilization ' again, at least in an Eastern
sense. Garm, the capital of Karateghin, is little better than
a large hamlet, though its Beg, or governor, receives his
visitors with all the pomp and dignity of a ruler who has
great traditions behind him. Darwaz, which faces the
gloomy hills of Badakhshan, from which it is only separated
by the breadth of the Panj, has its little army of native
soldiers which add lustre to its miniature bazaar. But
these two mountain capitals cannot compete in size and
importance with towns like Baljuan, Baisun, or Guzar, where
a motley crowd throngs the bazaar from morning till night,
and where influences from the outside world—so long held
at bay—are beginning to penetrate, however slowly. In the
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larger towns of the Khanate, such as Bokhara, Shahrshaus
(Shakhrisiabs) and Karshi one has many an interesting
glimpse into the ' world' of the Muhammadan. The Feast
or Fast of Ramazan, for it is both, affords excellent
opportunities for observing ' life' in an Oriental city. It is
a curious picture this of a civilization where one half of
humanity is entirely excluded from any participation in
the social enjoyments of the other, for women are never
seen in public in the larger towns save as formless bundles
of peripatetic clothing. Judging from what we saw, most
of the labour of the household is relegated to them. We
often saw them hard at work in the fields, or on the roofs
of their houses, while their lords and masters were idling
their time away, lolling in lazy fashion under the trees, and
only showing a languid interest in the latest bit of gossip.

Apathy is the distinguishing characteristic of the 'Sart,'
or native of Bokhara. Sometimes Tajik or Persian by
origin, sometimes Usbeg, more often a mixture of both,
his apathy is but little affected by the particular strain
in his blood. Centuries of oppression, political and social,
have made the Sart what he is, a creature incapable of
action save under tremendous outside pressure. Of com-
bined social action for a common end he has not the most
rudimentary idea, save in cases where his very existence
obviously depends on it. On the other hand, he is not the
slave of an industrial system which rouses discontent by
creating wants incapable of satisfaction except by the few.
The Sart is a man of few wants and few possessions, and
intensely practical in turning these few to good account.
We Westerns might take a lesson from him in this respect,
while careful not to adopt his ideas of hygiene, which it is
needless to say are of the most primitive kind.

The " glamour of the East" is a term almost hackneyed,
and yet it best describes that nameless something with
which the atmosphere of these lands is saturated. For
despite the monotony inevitably associated with great dryness
of climate, involving, as it does, pitiless sun-glare and arid
landscape, there is rarely wanting some scene to minister
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to the love of beauty within us. For whether it be at
sunrise, when the land is steeped in colours whose vivid
hue are the despair of the artist, or at sunset, when the west
is a vast ocean of resplendent light; whether one seeks it
in the market-place among the gaily clad groups in their
rainbow-hued garments and snowy turbans, or lingers by
some fruit-stall, where the garish glare of the sun falls on
the white roadway through the trembling lacework of
willow and poplar, and plays fantastically on the golden
melons and crimson pomegranates, everywhere there is
beauty of colour—rich, generous beauty, given as the East
gives—prodigally.

And so it is that when this land of the sun has once laid
its spell on the traveller, his one prayer is, " Whatever the
hardships, whatever the difficulties, let me, 0 Allah, return
thither again ! "

C. MABEL EICKMEES.

[Abstract of a lecture delivered before the Society on the 26th of March, 1907.]

ON THE MEANING OF THE LAQAB ' AL-SAFFAH' AS APPLIED

TO THE FIRST ABBASID C A L I P H .

The statement on p. 19 ante that the MS. B.M. Add. 7,320
—presumably a work by Ibn al-Jauzi—explained the origin
of this 'Laqab,' drew from Professor de Goeje the enquiry
what that explanation was, as he considered the commonly
received meaning of 'bloodthirsty' to be utterly absurd.
Such, nevertheless, is the explanation in the MS.,1 but
further discussion has led to two Professors giving considered
opinions on the question, which readers of the Journal will
be glad to possess.

At what period.of his life the Caliph acquired the 'laqab'
is uncertain. There are grounds for holding that he may
have borne it throughout his life, but Professor de Goeje

Ul _lUb ^sl Uil J J .
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